
 

DIABETES AND DENTISTRY 

Insulin is a hormone produced in the beta cells of the Islets of Langerhans within the 

pancreas. Insulin is released directly into the bloodstream and is therefore part of endocrine 

system. Insulin acts like a key which allows blood glucose to enter the cells around the body 

for use as an energy supply. Glucose is essential for the body to function properly. The brain 

is particularly affected by any reduction in the blood glucose supply due to its lack of 

capacity for glucose storage. 

Type 1 diabetes 

Type 1 diabetes the beta cells in the pancreas undergo a chronic autoimmune destruction 

process which results in a long term lack of endogenous insulin. 

The resultant lack of insulin must be replaced via injection, or via an insulin pump. 

Insulin can be adjusted to carbohydrate consumed to avoid large fluctuations in blood 

glucose levels. 

There are many other factors (apart from insulin and CHO) which can affect blood glucose 

levels. These are less easy to control or monitor and include: anti-insulin hormones, e.g., 

adrenaline, growth hormone, cortisol and glycogen; exercise: and anxiety. 

Type 2 diabetes 

With type 2 diabetes there are usually adequate levels (and sometimes even increased 

level) of insulin but it is no longer effective at the cellular level. Using the key analogy, it is as 

if the key is a bit rusty and it struggles to unlock the cell door to allow the blood glucose to 

enter. Blood sugar therefore becomes raised but ad there is still some effective insulin the 

levels are not usually as high as with the Type 1 diabetes situation. 

...lethargy, increased thirst and drinking, more infectious and slower healing. 

TREATMENT 

Type 1 

The Type 1 diabetic must take daily insulin injections to replace the lack of insulin. 

Previously animal (pork or beef) insulin’s were used. Synthetic human insulin is developed, 

now. 

Bolus or short-acting insulin 

These dissolve more quickly into the bloodstream and are generally injected just before 

snacks or meals containing CHO. They have a rapid onset of action and their peak action 

lasts for 2-4 hours. 



 

 

Basal or long acting insulin 

These are usually injected once or twice a day. Their onset of action is slow and peak action 

lasts for 4-12 hours with duration of action 16-35 hours. 

Regular blood glucose monitoring means that the levels of insulin can be altered to try to 

maintain blood glucose levels within the range 4-7 mmol// before meals and <9mmol/l for 

most of the time. 

Type2 

With type 2 diabetes treatment is aimed at increasing the effectiveness of the endogenous 

insulin using metformin and glitazones. Sylphonylureas, which act on pancreas to help 

increase insulin production, may also be used. 

With time all patients with Type 2 diabetes will eventually need to inject insulin: the 

pancreas will produce less and less effective insulin and the ever increasing blood sugar 

levels will eventually necessitate insulin injections. 

MONITORING THE STATE OF DIABETES 

Blood sugar 

Within seconds the blood glucose level in mmol/l will be displayed. The diabetic patient is 

recommended to maintain a blood sugar of above 4 mmol/l. The non-diabetic patient will 

have a blood glucose level of 4-8 mmol/depending on when they last ate. Unfortunately the 

average Type 1 diabetic will only spend about 30 % of the 24 hour cycle with blood glucose 

levels within this normal range. 

Ketons 

During periods of hypoglycaemia, it is important for the diabetic to test for ketons (using 

either blood or urine test strips). Ketons develop when there has been a protracted period 

of high blood sugar (>16 mmol). As the body’s cells need for a source of energy continues 

and a lack of sufficient insulin prevents glucose being used, a situation of “starvation among 

plenty” develops. The body is unable to utilize the high levels of glucose so it starts to break 

down body fats as a source of energy. Ketons are produced as a by product of this reaction. 

These ketons have a serious effect on the blood pH (ketoacidosis) and are toxic. 

Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) is a hyper-glycaemic emergency associated with major 

morbidity and mortality. However, it is reversible, requiring rapid recognition and initiation 

of treatment with fast acting (soluble) insulin and intravenous fluids. 



 

Ketons are excreted in the urine, sweat and breath. They have a distinctive sweet smell 

often compared to pearl drops. 

Dentist may well be in prime position to pick up this characteristic smell on the breath. The 

patient should be advised to contact their diabetes team or GP urgently. 

HYPOGLYCAEMIA 

When the blood sugar levels fall (<4 mmol/l) and a hypoglycaemia (hypo) develops. 

The majority of the symptoms of hypoglycaemia are caused y the release of adrenaline. It is 

the adrenaline that causes the sweating, shaking tachycardia and anxiety felt during a hypo.   

Table 1 Three symptomatic levels of hypoglycaemia 

Mild Moderate Severe 

Sweating, dizziness, 
trembling, tingling, (hands, 
feet, lips, and tongue), 
blurred vision, difficulty 
concentrating/tiredness and 
hunger 

Odd behaviour, 
rudeness/spontaneous 
laughter. May appear drunk, 
bad tempered, aggressive or 
confused 
Uncooperative and refusing 
to treat low blood sugar 

Unconscious 

 

Table 2 Treatment of the three levels of hypoglycaemia 

Mild Moderate Severe 

Glucose tablets/sugar Use liquids/GlucoGel 1 mg glucagon injected into 
the thigh muscle 

Sweet fizzy drinks May be less cooperative, 
ignore refusal of help 

 

Followed by long acting 
CHO(carbohydrates) 

  

NB The well-controlled diabetic is 2-3 times more likely to have severe hypoglycaemia 

 

Table 3 Causes of hypoglycaemia 

Excess insulin 

Exercise 

Delayed/missed meals 

Too many oral hypoglycaemics  (in particular the Sylphonylureas) 

Alcohol(causes the blood sugar to be stored as glycogen in the liver) 

Stress 

 

Treatment of hypoglycaemia 

Treatment of hypo is best done at the early stage and can be very satisfying a s the response 

to sugar/glucose is rapid (within 2-3 minutes). It may be less confrontational to ask a patient 



 

if s/he is feeling hungry (a common sign of hypo) and use GlucoGel (formerly Hypostop gel) 

applied to the buccal mucosa. If the early signs are not acted upon the brain function 

reduces further and consciousness may be lost. Intramuscular glucagon (1 mg) should be 

injected into the thigh muscle. Recovery should follow within 15 minutes. Recovery 

following the initial sugar intake should be supplemented with longer lasting carbohydrate 

e.g. biscuit, bread or a banana. 

HYPERGLYCAEMIA 

Here the blood sugar is raised (>10mmol/l) and there is a situation of ‘starvation among 

plenty’. There is plenty of glucose around but the body’s cells cannot access it due to the 

lack of insulin. The following symptoms develop: 

• Thirst (this can be extreme) 

• Tiredness/lethargy/drowsiness 

• Xerostomia 

• Excessive urination(with high glucose urine levels) 

• Reduced resistance to infection 

Hyperglycaemia tends to develop over a longer period of time and may have several causes: 

• Illness/ infection 

• Not enough insulin 

• Stress 

• Hormonal(pregnancy/menstruation testosterone and growth hormone) 

• Steroids. 

The treatment for hyperglycaemia is fast-acting (soluble insulin) for the Type 1 diabetic or 

an increase in oral hypoglycaemic medication for the Type 2 diabetic. It is important for the 

hyperglycaemic patient to drink plenty of fluids to prevent dehydration. The cause of the 

hyperglycaemia must also be addressed. A dental abscess can cause a serious increase in 

blood sugar levels with sometimes catastrophic results. 

DENTAL SCREENING 

Periodontal treatment should be regarded as a possible way of improving glycaemic control. 

Current scientific evidence suggests that periodontal treatment could lead to a mean 

reduction of 0.4% in HbA1c level. 

ADVICE FOR DENTAL TREATMENT FOR THE TYPE 1 DIABETIC PATIENT 

The diabetic patient should be advised to bring four things with them to their dental 

appointment: 

• Insulin (pen or syringe)for patient use if required 



 

• Blood glucose meter 

• Glucose 

• Snack 

 

The patient should be asked: 

• Whether their diabetes is well-controlled (if so they are more likely to go hypo) 

• What their signs/symptoms of a hypo are(these should be updated regularly) 

• What their HbA 1c is. 

If on updating the individual signs of a ‘hypo’ it is found that the patient gets a tingling in 

their lips then it would be sensible to do a blood sugar test before administering an ID block. 

An ID block would otherwise remove any chance of the patient warning the dental team of 

an oncoming hypo. 

A high HbA1c level would put the patient at increased risk of infection and impair their 

ability to heal following any surgical procedures. 

If the patient has ketons (see above) then any elective surgery should be delayed until the 

ketosis is resolved using soluble insulin. Communication with the patient’s Diabetes Care 

Team would be advisable. 

Poor diabetic control leads to increased periodontal tissue destruction but the association is 

cyclical so poor periodontal condition can worsen diabetic control. Hence by improving the 

diabetes control the periodontal condition may also be positively affected and vice versa. 

POSSIBLE IMPACTS OF DENTAL TREATMENT FOR THE DIABETIC PATIENT 

Some dental treatments may well impact on glycaemic control of the diabetic patient and 

clinician should be aware of this and stress the need for careful blood sugar monitoring. For 

example, if an abscessed tooth is extracted (which as a source of infection has caused a rise 

in the blood sugar) then a fall in blood sugar may well result and a reduction in insulin 

requirements may occur. By a similar mechanism antibiotics may also affect the blood sugar 

and in fact may also cause a further reduction in BS as a consequence of increasing the rate 

of transit of food in the digestive tract. A GDP who sees patient on a regular basis will be 

well positioned to notice certain oral symptoms of hyperglycaemia. This may be Xerostomia, 

deterioration in periodontal condition which does not respond to treatment, candidal 

infection, or any smell of ketons on the breath. Such a patient should be questioned as to 

whether they have been feeling more tired or thirsty lately. Inquiry into any family history of 

diabetes may also raise the level of suspicion. A referral to the patient’s GP for a glucose 

tolerance test would be wise. 

 



 

THE FUTURE 

Insulin pumps 

The reservoir in the pump utilises short acting insulin alone. 

CONCLUSIONS 

However, people with diabetes are not a homogenous group. When diabetes is combined 

with other conditions e.g. learning disabilities, autism, dementia or communication 

difficulties then a multi-disciplinary approach with the diabetes care-team or GP would help 

to ensure the opt6imum treatment for this group of patients. 

 


